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1. INTRODUCTION 

The area of manufacturing systems undergoes 

continuous changes, characterized by a continuous 

growth of complexity and of flexibility requirements. 

Complexity results from the integration of more and 

more components within systems (e.g. intelligent 

sensors and actuators) cumulated with a diversification 

of production equipments’ functionalities. The need for 

flexibility is feed by the diversified demands of clients, 

the reduced life cycle of products and the technological 

progress. 

The control architecture of a system plays a crucial 

role in the efficient management of its components and 

in the assurance of system’s flexibility and re-

configurability. Classical control systems (i.e. 

centralized or hierarchical) are characterized by a good 

production predictability and optimization but impose 

significant reconfiguration costs as a result of their high 

complexity [1], [5]. Therefore, the actual research 

activities are oriented on the development of distributed 

control solutions, based on autonomous and cooperative 

intelligent entities, so as the reconfiguration of the 

control system can be achieved with minimum costs. 

Such examples are the control solutions based on the 

holonic principles formulated by Arthur Koestler [2], 

which provides the researchers with a distributed, 

component-based, scalable and reconfigurable 

architectural model. 

The paradigm of holonic manufacturing systems 

translates in the manufacturing domain principles and 

models inspired from the living world. The term 

“holon” is a combination of the Greek words “holos” 

(whole) and “on” (particle) and was introduced by 

Arthur Koestler around the years 1970s to describe the 

dual behavior (whole and component) of the living 

systems. For details on the application of holonic 

concepts in the manufacturing domain the references 

[3], [4], [6] are recommended. 

This work explored some holonic task scheduling 

solutions, which should allow the continuous adaptation 

to changes of a system and the efficient utilization of its 

resources. The proposed solutions were implemented 

and validated within a “machining system”. The actual 

machining of components was only simulated, the work 

being focused on efficient and continuous distribution 

of tasks among workstations. 

2. STRATEGIES FOR SCHEDULING AND 
RESCHEDULING OF TASKS 

Within a holonic system the scheduling of tasks can 

be realized in a dynamical way, according to the status 

and loading of holons, through negotiation activities. 

This work investigated two strategies for task 

scheduling. 

The first strategy considers direct negotiations 

between the orders holons, coordinating the execution 

of products and the resource holons (or production 

equipments) responsible for the processing of products 

(Fig. 1). Considering the case of a simple product 

(achieved through several machining operations applied 

to a single raw component), the order holon associated 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

to the product will negotiate will all devices in the 

system able to execute the product operations. Based on 

the received bids, the order holon will build a task 

schedule so as to minimize the product end time. The 

occurrence of malfunctions in workstations functioning 

or the occurrence of schedule changes due to arrival of 

rush orders will be announced to the order holons, 

which can reschedule their activities. Similarly, the 

introduction of new equipment within the system can be 

announced to the order holons for tasks rescheduling. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Task scheduling through direct negotiations between order 

holons and resource holons 

 

The second strategy, which is more complex, 

considers the grouping of resource holons within some 

complex holons (called service holons), on the base of 

services they are able to execute. In this case, for 

committing a certain task to a station, an order holon 

will not negotiate any more with each resource holon 

able to execute the task, but only with the coordinator 

of the service holon in which are grouped these holonic 

devices (Fig.2). The coordinator holon will then 

negotiate with the subordinated devices for determining 

an optimal scheduling solution which will be finally 

transmitted back to the order holon 

 

Fig.2. Task scheduling through hierarchical negotiations 

This way of organization allows the coordinator 

holons to optimize the system’s production through a 

balanced loading of subordinated holons. This balanced 

distribution of tasks may be assured for a certain 

horizon of time, called optimization horizon, with a 

duration equal with a fraction of the considered 

working session. Considering (for a holonic device) the 

notations of tasks and temporal constraints illustrated in 

Fig. 3, one can define the loading of a holon at discrete 

moment k, , in the form: 

 

 
where:  

•  – total duration of tasks contained in the 

holon’s agenda (in execution or just scheduled) 

discrete moment k; 

•  – duration of the optimization horizon at 

discrete moment k; 

•  – mean task processing ratio at discrete 

moment k. 

 

Fig. 3. Notation example for task and temporal constraints of a 

holonic device 

The planned duration of the tasks contained in a 

holon’s agenda at discrete moment k can be expressed 

through the relation: 

 
where: 

•  – duration planned for task with index i 

at discrete moment k; 

•  – total number of tasks in holon’s agenda. 

The duration of the optimization horizon at discrete 

moment k will be given by the relation: 

 

 
where: 

•  – predetermined duration of the optimization 

horizon; 

•  – end time of the working session; 

•  – the current time. 
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(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(4) 

(5) 

(10) 

(11) 

The mean task processing ratio at discrete moment k, 

, can be defined as the arithmetical average of the 

processing ratios of an arbitrary number of tasks 

recently finished, and the processing ratio of the task in 

execution (4). In relation (4) the processing ratio of a 

task is defined as the ratio between the planned duration 

 and the real processing duration  of the task..  

 

 
where: 

•  –real processing duration of the task 

with index i at discrete moment k. The negative 

value of task index has the significance of 

finalized task. 

•  – the task in execution at discrete moment k; 

•  – the number of most recent finalized tasks 

considered for the calculation of the mean tasks 

processing ratio; 

•  – validating coefficient. 

 

The processing ratio of the task in execution is 

relevant in equation (4) only in case of determining a 

deterioration of the mean processing ratio of tasks, 

allowing in this way the reflection of holon's problems 

in the value of its loading. Validation or invalidation of 

this term is realized through the coefficient  , defined 

in this way: 

 

 
where: 

•  – mean processing ratio of tasks at discrete 

moment k-1. 

 

Thus, occurrence of delays in tasks processing (due 

to workstations malfunctions) will lead to a 

deterioration of the task processing ratio and, 

consequently, to the increase of holons loading. 

According to the relation (1) the loading of a holon 

at discrete moment k may have a value: 

• lower than 1, , in which case the holon 

is considered under loaded;  

• equal to 1, , corresponding to a full 

loading (100%) of holon; 

• greater than 1, , in which case the 

holon is considered overloaded. 

 

The overload of a holonic device , at discrete 

moment k, can be defined through the relation: 

 

 
 

and may have positive values (holon overloaded), 

negative values (holon under loaded) or may be equal to 

zero (holon loaded 100%). 

It is considered that a holon enters into an alert state 

when its overloading at discrete moment k exceeds a 

threshold, called alert threshold. The value of this 

threshold at moment k, , may be given by the 

relation: 

 

 

where: 

•  – a predetermined value for the alert 

threshold, which can be the same for all the 

holonic devices. 

 

According to relation (7) when the time remaining 

till the end of the current working session become lower 

than the predetermined duration of the optimization 

horizon the value of the alert threshold become zero so 

as any overloading of the holon generates an alert state. 

Considering a complex holon  containing several 

holonic devices hi, , one can define 

the maximum and minimum over loadings of holon  

at discrete moment k, as having the form: 

 

 

 
 

A complex holon is considered being into an alert 

state when at least one holonic device in its composition 

is in an alert state, that is .  

A complex holon entered into an alert state will not 

participate any more in negotiations for contracting new 

tasks, but will attempt a redistribution of tasks inside its 

holarchy so as to eliminate the alert states. The 

negotiations can be continued when the alert states are 

eliminated or when there are no transfers available for 

reducing the loading of holons (case of holons with 

multiple functionalities). 

A holonic device  can accept new tasks only if this 

do not lead to the overloading of holon, 

according to the relation: 
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(12) 

(13) 

 
or 

 
 

Transfer of tasks inside a complex holon  can be 

initiated either in case  a holonic device in its 

composition enters into an alert state (relation 12) or 

when the difference between the maximum and 

minimum over loadings exceeds a threshold, called 

transfer threshold   (relation 13).  

 

 

 
 

In conclusion, this solution allows a continuous 

adaptation of the system in presence of perturbations 

and an optimization of production through a balanced 

distribution of tasks between production facilities. 

3. THE DEMONSTRATION ENVIRONMENT 

The demonstration environment is built around a 

Bosch Rexroth conveyor with three flows: a main flow 

and two auxiliary flows (Fig. 4). On each auxiliary flow 

an RFID reader is placed, connected to an embedded 

controller which simulates a machining station. 

Fig. 4. The demonstration environment. 1 - Bosch Rexroth 

conveyor; 2 - RFID readers connected to the controllers of 

“machining stations”; 3 - RFID reader connected to the station for 

formatting RFID tags; 5,6 - route switches. 

The components transported on the conveyor belts 

have attached RFID (Radio Frequency IDentification) 

tags, on which are written beforehand all the operations 

that must be executed to the components and the 

addresses of the working stations associated to the 

operations. This information is written on tags by a 

station for tags formatting placed on the main flow of 

the conveyor. 

Fig. 5 contains a schematic representation of the 

physical system. The two “machining stations”, called 

as A and B are placed in the proximity of barriers VE5 

and VE6, while the station for tags formatting, called as 

F, is placed before the barrier VE1. 

Switching between conveyor flows is provided by 

two route switches named SW1 and SW2 in Fig. 5. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the physical system 

 

3.1. Holonic model of the machining system 

In Fig. 6 is presented the operational holonic model 

of the considered “machining system”. The model 

includes: 

• Four holonic devices (or 

production facilities): two “machining stations”, 

a conveyor and a station for RFID tags 

formatting; 

• An user interface for system 

configuration and for the generation of product 

orders; 

• A data base in which are 

registered the serviced offered by the holonic 

devices; 

• Order holons conducting the 

execution of products; 

• A manager of order holons 

which dynamically creates and eliminates order 

holons; 

• The coordinator of the 
global resource holon which manages the data 

base of services; 

• Service holons created for 

the common services of the “machining 

stations”. 

2 
3 

1 

4 

5 

6 
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The services that are unique in the system (realized 

by a single device), like the transportation service 

provided by the conveyor, will be directly registered in 

the data base of services, without creation of complex 

service holons. 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Holonic model of the machining system 

 

4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION 
OF THE PROPOSED SOLUTIONS 

The products “realized” within the considered 

system are “simple” meaning that they do not include 

assembly operations but only machining operations 

applied to a single raw component. 

The execution of an operation by a workstation to a 

component is simulated by blocking the pallet 

transporting the component a certain amount of time at 

the station’s barrier. After this time, representing the 

operation execution time, the station will mark on the 

component’s RFID tag the operation as being executed 

and will ask the conveyor to transport the component to 

the next destination. 

In the considered platform both control solutions 

discussed in chapter 2 were experimented. The first 

solution considers a flat organization of the holonic 

devices, while the second one has in view the grouping 

of resource holons with similar functionalities within 

complex service holons to keep a balanced loading of 

these holons and to reduce the effect of perturbations. 

 

4.1. Planning and execution control in case 
of a flat organization of resource holons 

Fig. 7 presents the messages transmitted between 

holons for scheduling the services of a product and for 

launching it in execution. Table 1 contains a description 

of these messages. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Messages transmitted between holons for service scheduling 

and launching in execution of a product 

Table 1 
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Description of the messages presented in Fig. 7 

Message type Description 

GetDevicesForServ Message requesting the addresses 

of devices able to execute a service 

RspDevicesForServ Response containing the addresses 

of devices able to execute a service 

GetBidForServ Bid request 

RspBidForServ  Bid response 

CommitServ Message committing a service to a 

station 

RspCommitServ  Message confirming a service (task) 

commitment 

WriteTransponder Message containing data to be 

written on the RFID tag attached to 

the raw component 

TransportPallet Transportation request 

OpenBarrier Opening barrier request 

 

Within the current configuration the barriers where 

the workstations are placed are controlled by the 

conveyor’s PLC, in order to be opened being necessary 

the transmission of “OpenBarrier” messages to the 

conveyor holon. 

In case of a station break down the activities 

committed to the station must be rescheduled and the 

information on the tags of the affected components 

must be updated according to the new schedules. Fig. 8 

presents in the form of an UML sequence diagram the 

messages transmitted between holons for rescheduling 

affected activities.  Table 2 contains a description of 

these messages. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Messages transmitted between holons for rescheduling of 

activities committed to a broken down station 

 
Table 2 

Description of the messages presented in Fig. 8 

Message type Description 

MachineState Message sent by a station to 

announce its state 

GetSchedulingRight Message through which an order 

holon requests the right for 

scheduling its activities  

RspSchedulingRight Message through which the 

coordinator of the global resource 

holon grants to an order holon the 

right to reschedule its activities 

RemoveServ Message through which an order 

holon withdraws a service 

committed to a station 

TempRemoveServ Message through which an order 

holon ask a station to mark as 

“withdrawn” a service committed to 

it so as to not influence the 

rescheduling 

KeepServ Message for keeping a service 

marked temporarily as “withdrawn” 

ChangeDevAddrOn 

Tag 

Message for updating the address of 

the workstation associated to a 

service on an RFID tag attached to a 

component 

ServAttChanged  Message announcing the 

accomplished update of a service 

attribute on an RFID tag  

ReleaseScheduling Message through which an order 
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Right  holon release the right to reschedule 

its activities 

 

Change of the workstation address for a particular 

service, will determines a new "route" of the component 

in the system. In the developed solution, the principle of 

product driven manufacturing (achieved with the help 

of RFID technology) allows rerouting of a certain 

component only by updating on its RFID tag the 

addresses of the “machining stations”. 

The case of adding new production equipment to the 

system and the case of a device recovery are more 

complex when a balanced distribution of the already 

scheduled task is desired. In these cases all the order 

holons having associated services that can be executed 

by the new device must be notified in order to 

reschedule (partially or totally) their services. This 

situation can be treated however in a more simple way 

when a holarchical organization of resource holons (on 

the base of provided services) is chosen. This solution, 

discussed in the next paragraph allows the redistribution 

of tasks in an evolution-based way by the coordinators 

of service holons, without the implication of order 

holons. 

 

4.2. Planning and execution control in case 
of a holarchical organization of resource 
holons 

This solution groups the resource holons with 

similar functionalities in complex service holons, whose 

coordinators mediate the initial scheduling of products 

tasks and assure the redistribution of tasks between 

stations when necessary. 

The coordinators of service holons are continuously 

monitoring the loading of subordinated holons, which is 

computed on the base of relations introduced in chapter 

2. When the difference between holons’ loadings 

exceeds a certain threshold inside a service holon, the 

holon’s coordinator will attempt a transfer of tasks 

between holons in order to decrease it.  

Fig. 9 and Table 3 present/describe the types of 

messages transmitted between holons for transferring a 

task (or service) from a holon to another one. If a 

resource holon is part of several service holons, their 

coordinators can act concurrently on transferring the 

holon’s tasks. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Messages transmitted between holons for a task transfer 

 
Table 3 

Description of the messages transmitted between holons for a 
task (service) transfer  

Message type Description 

GetState Message through which a service 

holon coordinator request the current 

state of subordinated holons 

RspState Message through which a resource 

holon sends its current state 

ConfirmServTransfer Message for a task transfer 

confirmation  

ServTransfered Message notifying an order holon 

about a task transfer 

UpdateServMaxEnd

Time 

Message notifying the resource 

holon to which the task preceding the 

transferred task is committed about 

the new latest end time of task 

UpdateServMinStart

Time 

Message notifying the resource 

holon  to which the task following 

the transferred task is committed 

about the earliest time at which the 

execution of task can start 

WriteTransponder Message containing the new data to 

be written on the RFID tag attached 

to the raw component  
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5. CONCLUSION 

This paper presented a case study in which two 

holonic task scheduling and execution control solutions 

for intelligent manufacturing systems were explored. 

The first solution, characterized by a flat 

organization of resource holons, proved itself efficient 

in dealing with perturbations generated by workstation 

failures, but implies a high complexity when a 

continuous balanced distribution of tasks is desired. 

The second solution considers a holarchical 

organization of resource holons. Compared with the 

first solution this approach exhibits a higher 

adaptability both in dealing with perturbations owned to 

workstations malfunctions as well as in redistribution of 

tasks when a new device is added to the system or when 

a device recovers from a broken down state. 
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